In this work we investigate and parameterize the amount and angular distribution of Cherenkov photons which are generated by electromagnetic cascades in water or ice. We simulate electromagnetic cascades with Geant4 for primary electrons, positrons and photons with energies ranging from 1 GeV to 10 TeV. We parameterize the total Cherenkov light yield as a function of energy, the longitudinal evolution of the Cherenkov emission along the cascade-axis and the angular distribution of photons. Furthermore, we investigate the fluctuations of the total light yield, the fluctuations in azimuth and changes of the emission with increasing age of the cascade.
Introduction
High-energy neutrino telescopes such as IceCube, Baikal or Antares [1, 2, 3] detect Cherenkov-light from charged particles in natural media like water or ice. Cherenkov-light is produced when these particles propagate through the medium with a speed faster than the phase velocity of light v > c med = c/n. In ice and water the refraction index n is typically n ≈ 1.33 [4, 5] . Hence, the Cherenkov-threshold is given by β = 1 n which corresponds to a minimum kinetic energy of
For electrons this is E c ≈ 0.26 MeV in water and ice. The number of emitted photons per unit track and wavelength interval is given by the Frank-Tamm formula [6, 7] d 2 N dxdλ = 2παz 2 λ 2 · sin 2 (θ c ) .
Here θ c is the Cherenkov-angle. This is the opening angle of a cone into which the photons are emitted cos (θ c ) = 1 nβ .
A relativistic track (β = 1) in water or ice (n ≈ 1.33) produces about N 0 ≈ 250 cm −1 optical photons in a wavelength interval between 300 nm and 500 nm, which is a typical sensitive region of photo-detectors, e.g. [8] , used in the aforementioned neutrino telescopes. The Cherenkov-angle for a relativistic track (β = 1) in ice is θ c,0 = arccos(1/n) ≈ 41 • .
A large fraction of detected Cherenkov-photons in high-energy neutrino telescopes originates from electromagnetic cascades. These are initiated by a highenergy electromagnetic particle which produces a shower of secondary particles by subsequent bremsstrahlung and pair production processes [6, 9] . The primary particle can originate from radiative energy losses of a high-energy muon (bremsstrahlung and pair production), or from the decay of π 0 → 2γ in hadronic cascades, or be a high-energy electron from a charged-current interaction of an electron neutrino. An example of a simulated cascade is shown in figure 1. Each particle in the cascade produces Cherenkov-light according to Eqs. (2) and (3), if its energy is above the Cherenkov-threshold Eq. (1) . Due to multiple interactions and scattering the directions of the particles in the cascade differ from that of the original primary particle and a broad angular distribution of emitted Cherenkov-photons is expected.
The characteristic length scale for the development of an electromagnetic cascade is given by the radiation length X 0 [6] . It is about X 0,ice ≈ 39.75 cm and X 0,water ≈ 36.08 cm as determined by Geant4 for the configuration listed in Appendix A. The length along the shower axis z is usually expressed by the dimensionless shower depth t ≡ z/X 0 .
The length of the shower increases typically logarithmically with the ratio of primary energy E 0 and critical energy E crit . The critical energy is the energy above which radiative process dominate the energy loss of electrons. The values for ice and water obtained from [10] are E e− crit,ice = 78.60 MeV, E e+ crit,ice = 76.51 MeV and E e− crit,water = 78.33 MeV, E e+ water,ice = 76. 24 MeV. The physical length of a shower is typically less than 10 m. This is short, compared to the scale of neutrino telescopes and the full Cherenkov-light is created locally and expands with time as an almost spherical shell with a characteristic angular distribution of the intensity.
Due to the large number of particles the full tracking of each particle in MonteCarlo simulations of cascades in neutrino telescopes is very time consuming. However, the development of electromagnetic cascades is very regular because fluctuations are statistically suppressed by the large number of interactions and large number of involved particles. Hence, it can be well approximated by the average development. Therefore, for the simulation of data in neutrino telescopes, the average Cherenkov-light output can be parameterized, e.g. as done in [11, 12, 13, 14] .
This work follows up the work in [11] which was based on Geant3.16 [15] with a more precise calculation of the total Cherenkov-light yield and its angular distribution based on Geant4 [16] . For different primary energies and primary particles, we investigate the velocity distribution and the directional distribution of particles and the longitudinal development of the cascade. We present a parameterization of the Cherenkov-light yield and investigate its fluctuations as well as variations of the azimuthal symmetry of the cascade. We also present a parameterization of the angular distribution of Cherenkov-photons and investigate variations of this distribution during the development of the cascade. The results are compared to [11, 12, 13, 14] .
We note, that similar calculations have been also been performed for the calcualtion of coherent radio emission from electro-magnetic cascades in ice [17] .
Although those calculations do not consider the photon yield of Cherenkov light, and concentrate on the radio emission their results e.g. for the total track-length are similar.
Simulation method
The calculation of this work follows largely the strategy described in [18] . We use the Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) toolkit to track the particles in the cascade through the medium ice or water [16] . The used media properties are given in Appendix A. Unless noted otherwise, we used an index of refraction of n = 1.33 and a density of ρ ice = 0.91 g/cm 3 . Note, that these values slightly deviate from the values in [10] : ρ ice = 0.918 g/cm 3 and n ice = 1.31 and the value ρ ice = 0.9216 g/cm 3 at the center of IceCube [19] . This introduces a small systematic uncertainty of about 1%, which can be corrected for by rescaling our results to the correct density. The simulation principle of this work is illustrated in figure 2 . The medium is contained in a cylindrical volume of 30 m radius and 40 m height. The dimensions are chosen such that all secondary particles are well confined within the geometry and fully tracked. The primary particle e ± or γ is injected at the bottom center into this volume with its initial momentum pointing into positive z-direction. The particles are propagated through the medium and secondary particles are created, which again can produce further particles. Each step between two interactions corresponds to a track segment for which the energy and direction are assumed constant. For each track segment i we store the length l i , the Lorentz factor β i , the z-position z i and the direction α i with respect to the z-axis. The azimuth angle φ discussed in section 3.6 corresponds to the rotation angle in the x-y plane. Summing over all track segments allows to calculate the Cherenkov photon yield and the corresponding angular distribution.
For the here described simulation it is important to simulate all particles with energies above the Cherenkov-threshold. Details on the simulated physics processes are given in Appendix A. In Geant4 some electromagnetic processes require production thresholds to avoid infrared divergences [20] . These production thresholds are specified as a cut-in-range threshold, using the SetCuts() method of G4VUserPhysicsList. Here, particles are tracked if their mean expected range is larger than this cut-in-range threshold. For each material and particle type, this cut-in-range is transformed into a corresponding energy threshold. Here, a cutin-range of 100 µm is chosen. This corresponds to a kinetic energy threshold of E cut,e ± ≈ 80 keV for electrons, which is well below the Cherenkov-threshold E c,e ± ≈ 264 keV. Once produced, all secondary particles are tracked until they stop. In order to increase the computing performance, a single scattering process of a particle does not correspond to an individual track segment but multiple scattering processes are simulated as one step.
We perform simulations up to a maximum energy of the primary particle of 10 TeV to which electromagnetic cross sections in Geant4 are valid. Our results could be extrapolated beyond this limit, however, at high energies an additional effect, the LPM effect, is expected to set in. This effect describes significantly reduced electromagnetic cross sections and the longitudinal development of such cascades would become strongly elongated such that our parameterization approach is not valid.
For β = 1, the number of emitted Cherenkov-photons is proportional to the length of the track and can be calculated using Eq.(2). For β < 1 the photon yield is smaller and proportional to the factor
In order to properly account for this smaller yield, the length of each track segment l is scaled with the Frank-Tamm factor
The valuel thus corresponds to the equivalent length of a relativistic track with the same photon yield as the track length l. The use of the equivalent lengthl instead of an explicit calculation of photons has the advantage that the here presented results can be rescaled to slightly different indices of refraction, and are independent of the assumed wavelength interval of the considered photo-detector.
The angular distribution of the Cherenkov-photons is calculated with the method introduced in [18] . In this method the distribution of track length as a function of the directional angle α with respect to the z-axis (zenith) and the velocity β can be transformed to a zenith distribution of emitted Cherenkov-photons. The prerequisite for the applicability of that method is a high statistics of tracks which are distributed uniformly in azimuth. Figure 3 shows the distribution of track length in the cascade versus the Lorentz factor β for different primary energies E 0 . The shape is remarkably constant for different E 0 while the total normalization is proportional to E 0 . The distribution also does not depend on the type of the primary particle. The difference between the physical track-length l and the effective track lengthl becomes particularly obvious close to the Cherenkov-threshold β ≈ 0.752. Unless noted otherwise, we will use in the following the effective track lengthl instead of the physical track length l.
Results

Velocity distribution of shower particles
Total light yield
Figure 4 (top) shows as an example the distribution of the total effective track length for repeated simulations of a primary electron of 1 TeV. The distribution can be well described by a Gaussian, which is fit to the data.
The mean expectation and the standard deviation from Gaussian fits to distributions for different primary particles and different primary energy E 0 are shown in figure 4 (middle) and (bottom). The data is fit with a power-laŵ
In all fits the parameter β is found to be consistent with 1 at the level 10 −5 indicating a very good linear relation between the totall and E 0 . Also the coefficients α agree within 10 −3 for different primary particles. The detailed results of these fits are given in table B.3 in Appendix B. As a result we obtain an energy scale parameter which relates linearly the total Cherenkov-light yield with the primary energy
The observed value α = 532.1 cm GeV −1 is slightly larger than the value α = 521 cm GeV −1 in [12] which was also obtained in Geant4 simulations of ice. The (7) is fit to the data. Bottom: Standard deviation σˆl(E 0 ) Resulting from Gaussian fits. A power-law (Eq. (7)) is fit to the data. 8 origin of this 2% difference is not obvious. It could be either related to difference in the versions of Geant4 but also to different configurations which are not given in [12] , e.g. a slight difference in the assumed index of refraction. If rescaled to the density of water by the relation
we obtain the value α water ≈ 484 cm GeV −1 . This is significantly larger than the values 437 cm GeV −1 found in [11] for n = 1.33 and 466 cm GeV −1 in [14] for n = 1.35.
As expected for an increasing number of particles, the size of fluctuations of the total track length σˆl increases ∝ √ E 0 and the value β = 0.5 is fixed for the fit. Hence, the relative size of fluctuation decrease ∝ 1/ √ E 0 with higher primary energy E 0 (see figure 4) . With the values in table B.3 in Appendix B the relation
is found. The longitudinal profiles of the track length dl/dz along the axis of the cascade are shown in figure 5 . As expected from a simple Heitler model [6, 9] , the depth of the shower maximum z max scales logarithmically with the primary energy. The distributions are almost identical for e + and e − . However, for an initial photon the depth of the shower maximum is about one radiation length deeper. The longitudinal shower profile can be parameterized with a gamma distribution
Longitudinal cascade development
Here, t is the shower depth t ≡ z/X 0 , a and b are characteristic dimensionless constants [6] . An example fit is shown in figure 6 . The results of all fits for different E 0 are given in table B.7 in Appendix B. The energy dependence of the fit parameters a and b is shown in figure 7 . b is found constant and does not depend on the particle type, while the parameter a can be described with an logarithmic increase
It is slightly larger for γ than for e ± . The parameterization results for b and α, β are given in 
Additionally shown is the maximum of the longitudinal energy deposition based on the parameterization in [6] with y = E 0 /E crit . In [6] for electron-or positron-induced cascades the values C PDG e = −0.5 and for photon-induced cascades C PDG γ = +0.5 are given. These values are based on simulations with EGS4 up to an energy of 100 GeV for nuclei heavier than carbon. Up to that energy the slope agrees with our result but our values are offset by about −0.5. Above 100 GeV we also deviate in slope.
In contrast, [21] gives the value C Gr. e = −0.858 for electron-or positroninduced cascades. This parameter was also obtained from fits to the longitudinal energy deposition profiles for elements ranging from carbon to uranium at energies from 1 GeV to 100 GeV. The simulations were performed with Geant3. The value C Gr. γ is not explicitly stated. Assuming that the difference of the maxima of photon-and electron-induced cascades is about one radiation length we obtain C Gr.
γ ≈ C Gr. e + 1 = +0.142. Here, the simulations are performed with Geant4 and ice is used as the detector material. It can be seen that our results agree much better with [21] . Nevertheless, deviations appear for larger energies, where the here obtained energy dependence increases less than logarithmically. This effect is stronger for photon-induced cascades than for electron-induced cascades. The angular distribution of Cherenkov-photons is calculated with the method described in [18] . Figure 11 shows example distributions dl dΦ versus the zenithal angle Φ with the z-axis 1 . The normalization of the distribution corresponds to the track length that produces an equivalent total Cherenkov light yield.
Angular distribution of tracks
A broad distribution with a clearly pronounced Cherenkov peak is visible. As expected from the results in section 3.4, the shape of the distribution is unchanged for different primary energies and different primary particles. A typical fit is shown in figure 12 .
The fit parameters for different energies are given in table B.9 in Appendix B. They are found to be very similar and constant with energy. We conclude that the angular distribution of Cherenkov-photons can be described with the above formula and the averaged parameters given in table B.5 in Appendix B.
Fluctuations in azimuth
An important prerequisite for the here used calculation of the angular distribution of Cherenkov-photons is the assumed symmetry in azimuthal angle φ of the distribution of track directions 2 in the plane around the shower axis [18] . As an example, figure 13 shows azimuthal distributions ofl for four individual showers, each for two different energies. Differences originate from fluctuations in the shower development. Correspondingly, the relative size of fluctuations strongly decreases for larger particle numbers in higher energy showers and the distribution becomes almost flat in azimuth. The effect of this asymmetry can be quantified by aligning all simulated showers in azimuth in order to account for their random orientation. To obtain an averaged azimuthal distribution the bin contents for each shower are added with the maximum bin aligned and the azimuthal orientation is defined according to the direction of the second highest bin. The results are shown in figure 14 . The mean total amplitude of angular fluctuations in azimuth can be as large as ±11% for 10 GeV but decreases approximately with the square root of the primary energy to less than ±1.1 % for E 0 = 1 TeV. However, as indicated by the error bars, the individual bin fluctuations are of the same order of magnitude as the mean amplitude of the asymmetry.
The amplitude of the asymmetry is fit with the parabolic function
The parameter b describes the vertical compression and φ 0 the position of the minimum. The third term accounts for the normalization. The angle φ is used in units of radians and the bin size of the histogram is ∆φ = 30 • = 0.523 rad. The results of all fits are given in table B.10 in Appendix B.
The parameter φ 0 is found roughly constant. It differs slightly from π because the preferential direction of the second largest bin leads to an angular bias. The energy dependency is shown in figure 14 (bottom right) . The amplitude coefficient b is fit with as expected from the correspondingly increased number of particles in the cascade. The results of these fits are summarized in table B.11 in appendix Appendix B.
Dependence of the angular distribution on the shower age
The shape of the angular distribution of tracks dl/dα and therefore the angular distribution of Cherenkov-light has been found to be independent of the energy E 0 . However, the electromagnetic cascade has an extension of a few meter (see section 3.3). Within this evolution of the cascade it is plausible that large scattering angles occur more frequently at later stages of the shower development than at earlier.
Therefore, we investigate how the angular distribution of tracks changes with the age of the shower. dα dz . The distribution is found to be largely dominated by the longitudinal evolution of the particle density and only a small difference of the angular distribution between the onset and the end of the cascade can be seen.
For a more detailed investigation we split cascades along the shower axis z into parts of different shower age. We chose three slices such that they contain the same total track length and thus emit the same total amount of Cherenkov-light.. The resulting angular distributions are shown in figure 16 . Large differences are only seen in the very forward region α < 10 • . With increasing shower age the track length becomes larger by about a factor 3. The differences for large angles α > 20 • are comparably smaller, with about 10% change in yield and no obvious change in shape. The situation is similar for higher energy E 0 .
The resulting distributions of Cherenkov-photons are shown in figure 17 . The large opening angle of the Cherenkov cone leads to a substantial smearing of the angular distribution. Hence, the relatively strong effect into the forward direction for the angular track length distribution does not propagate to an equal strong variation of the Cherenkov peak. Here, only an effect of ±10% − 20% in the variation of the peak is observed. In summary, we find that the differential variation of Cherenkov-light emission along the length of the cascade is a relatively weak effect. A global angular distribution, as parameterized in section 3.5, seems justified in particular when considering that the length of a cascade is short compared to the typical spacing of optical sensors in neutrino telescopes. However, for more detailed information we have repeated the angular parameterization Eq.(15) also for the three different slices in shower age separately. The results of the parameterization are given in table B.13, B.15 and B.15 in Appendix B.
Summary and Conclusions
We have simulated electromagnetic cascades with Geant4 for different primary particles and primary energies E 0 . We have parameterized the total Cherenkovlight-radiating track length and its fluctuations, the longitudinal development of the cascade and the angular distribution of emitted Cherenkov-photons.
Our result for the total track length agrees within 2% with the result obtained in [12] but disagrees with other previous calculations. The relative size of fluctuations for different showers decreases ∝ 1/ √ E 0 . The longitudinal profiles are found to be well described by a gamma distribution and a difference between e ± and γ is observed as expected [6] . However, quantitatively the position of the shower maximum deviates from the values in [6] , but agrees with [21] . For higher energies than 100 GeV we observe a change of slope in the elongation rate.
The angular distribution of tracks in the cascade and the corresponding distribution of photons is found to be independent of E 0 and the type of primary particle.
Systematic uncertainties of our parameterizations are related to the used refraction index and density of ice. They are of the order of 1% for typical values of ice and can be corrected, e.g. by rescaling the observables of our parameterizations which depend on length scales such as the axis of the shower development to the correct media density and by using the correct Cherenkov angle.
Also uncertainties of the used differential cross sections of electromagnetic processes in Geant4 can reach up to a few percent but are generally substantially smaller [22] . We do not expect these differential uncertainties to significantly affect our global results, particularly the total track length is not strongly affected. Hence we estimate a typical uncertainty of less than 1%.
The LPM effect and dielectric suppression [23] are considered in the used version of Geant4 [24] but are only expected to become significant at larger energies than considered here. Electronuclear interactions have not been simulated, because their cross section is small.
The fluctuations of the total track length for different individual showers are found to decrease with ∝ 1/ √ E 0 and the related uncertainty is already smaller than 1% for a few GeV.
For the determination of the uncertainties in the calculation of the angular distribution of emitted Cherenkov-light we investigate and parameterize the uncertainty related to azimuthal fluctuations and the evolution of the angular distribution with increasing shower age. The azimuthal asymmetry of tracks is found to be small (about 7% at 1 GeV) and to decrease ∝ 1/ √ E 0 . When taking into account the large emission angle of Cherenkov-photons this effect is expected to be further washed out for the angular distribution of Cherenkov-light and is largely negligible at high energies. Also the effect of the longitudinal shower evolution is small and results in differences in the width of the Cherenkov peak in the angular distribution. This effect becomes even less important for distances larger than the scale length of the cascade and it is washed out e.g. by the scattering of photons when propagating through the medium.
Appendix A. Geant4 configuration parameters used for this study
In this chapter a summary of the defined media properties and physics processes is given. In Geant4 macroscopic properties of matter are described by G4Material and the atomic properties are described by G4Element. A material can consist of multiple elements and therefore represent a chemical compound, mixture as well as pure materials. For the performed simulations ice was used. Unless noted otherwise, the value n = 1.33 is used for the index of refraction. The simulated properties of ice are summarized in 
